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The format of the notches made for a particular arrow or dart point changes depending on the intended binding method and the shape of the shaft where the point will be secured.

Notches vary from slight indentations along the sides to provide a recessed area for the binding cords to a pair or more of deep slots cut in from the sides, to a pair of slots cut into the corners or barbs, to a pair of fairly wide but deep indentations cut in from the base edge.

Any of these basic style have many variations and adjustments for different styles of shaft. Some tangs or base attachments from the point were made flat and wide between the notches to fit into split shafts, bound with cords or threads and glue; some were formed to fit tightly into sockets bored into solid shafts or into hollow reed or cane shafts, then bound with glue or cement.

So a key step in deciding what notches you might want to make is to consider how the point might need to be bound to a shaft or handle.

Notching Is A Challenge When You Make Small Arrowheads

Learning to make notches will teach you to master the amount of force needed to produce a specialized kind of pressure flakes while you protect the rest of the projectile point.

So, here's the thing: you will inevitably snap off barbs or base tangs while you are learning to make notches...
that goes with the territory and is an important part of the learning process. Is this frustrating? Yes. Will you let it stop you from notching? No. You are becoming the master of your craft, the stone is subject to your intent and effort, so take the time and invest the practice to learn the ins and outs of notching. As they say, when you want to make stone arrowheads, you have to break some rock!

Now, most times you may find it advantageous to wait until most of the work on a specific arrow point is complete before you make your notches. Yet, with some styles of arrow, dart and knife points it will make sense to perform the notches in the middle of the work, then finish the rest of the projectile point shaping and sharpening. These decisions come with practice. And more practice.

A specific example of that choice of work sequence could be the “Elko Eared” dart point shown on the opposite page. In making this point the notches were made when the preform was basically a triangle or tear drop shape, with some mass still at the base. There was more stone in the base below the position of the planned deep corner slots. Once the notches were made as deeply as desired, then the base was trimmed to its refined form, leaving narrow corner ears and a concave base. This helped prevent snapping the corner barbs as the notching flakes were pushed off the blade. Then the outer edges of the blade could be trimmed closer to the notch.

Now you can enjoy this on-going series of newsletters with key sequences of specific steps & processes in flint knapping.

- Soft Hammer Percussion;
- Cores & Blade Making;
- Chunks & Spalls;
- Chips To Points;
- A Wheel Of Points;
- Edge Preparation;
- Isolated Platforms;
- Power Pressure Flaking;
- Serrating An Edge;
- Notching For Attaching;
- Percussion “Fluting”;

And more ... with additional and useful flint knapping information every month ... delivered directly to your inbox and available on your tablet or smart phone.
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Click This PayPal Link to Order 4 Volume Set of “FLINT KNAPPING 20.12” Books:
https://www.paypal.com/cgi-bin/webscr?cmd=_s-xclick&hosted_button_id=EA2THLJBD9TEC

Flint Knapping 20.12

Now You Can Get All 24 Lessons Plus The 4 Bonus Lessons Of The “FLINT KNAPPING 20.12” Course In 4 Soft Cover Books!
Volume I: Lessons #1~#8 (106 p., $49.95 +s&h) www.Createspace.com/4554807
Volume II: Lessons #9~#16 (126 p., $59.95 +s&h) www.Createspace.com/4554826
Volume III: Lessons #17~#24 (170 p., $69.95 +s&h) www.Createspace.com/4554836
Volume IV: Bonus Lessons #1~#4 (74 p., $39.35 +s&h) www.Createspace.com/4554849
Or Get The Full Set Of All 4 Volumes From PayPal At 30% Off List: ($153.20 +s&h)

36-count Arrowhead Maker’s Package of Flint & Obsidian Chips for pressure flaking arrowheads ($24.95 plus $7.20 S&H by Priority Mail) ... Click this link to order through PayPal:
https://www.paypal.com/cgi-bin/webscr?cmd=_s-xclick&hosted_button_id=M8W6UEY3EJKZA